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Who are we?Who are we?



Laura Myllikoski 
Helsinki Lead 
laura@trickle.se

The team

Sofia Sandelin 
Content Distributor 
sofia@trickle.se

José Hestner 
Performance Marketer 
jose@trickle.se



We are distribution scientists
We connect companies with their 

audience through technology



Content distribution 

Building your brand and digital presence to 
increase brand awareness, growth and loyalty.

Performance marketing 

Conversion based marketing in different channels to 
increase sales and growth.

Content & creative assets 

Content goes hand in hand with distribution and with 
the right content and assets we can maximise the 
results.

Measurement & analysis 

Optimal tracking to ensure ideal data structures and 
compliance. Customized dashboards for real-time 
campaign results and insights.



We are the number 1 distribution agency within 
the agency group People People People. 

We have offices in Stockholm, 
Gothenburg, Luleå, Oslo and Helsinki.

Global experience and both 
global and local clients.

Learn more in our employee handbook: 
handbook.wearetrickle.com



Let’s start 
talking TikTok

Let’s start 
talking TikTok





Fastest app to 
reach 1 bn 

users.

Fastest app to 
reach 1 bn 

users.
Source: FT research

It took them 2 years. For Facebook, it took 15 years,



TikTok recently 
passed Youtube in 

average watch time.

TikTok recently 
passed YouTube in 

average watch time.

Source: The Verge



FollowingFor you



What people think 
TikTok is.



What TikTok 
actually is. Source: The Conversation

#TikTokMadeMeBuyIt

Source: Forbes

Source: Dagens Nyheter





SMALL HEADLINE



What can TikTok do 
for your business?

… drive emotion and connection 
with current audience. 

… easier to trend and reach new 
audience. 

… reach your business goal.



“My target audience 
isn’t there”



“My target audience 
isn’t there” YET!



How to do 

organic TikTok



The AlgorithmThe Algorithm



Get the user to stop 
scrolling.



Sound on!



Don’t make ads.  
Make TikToks.



928k 
views

15k 
views



… use your phone 

… use native features in the app 

… use non linear-storytelling 

… work with creators 

… keep track of the trends

How to make lofi 
TikToks
How to make lofi 
TikToks
How to make lofi 
TikToks



TrendsTrendsTrends



6 evergreen 
trends.

Q&A 
Answering common questions.

POV 
Showcasing a situation in real time.

A day in my life 
Documenting a day in a life.

ASMR 
Satisfying sounds.

Behind the scenes 
Getting a sneak peek.

Interviews 
Asking people questions around town.





Q&A ASMR



POV BTS



Interview A day in 
my life



User 
generated 
conent.



How to jump 
on trends as 
a company?

How to jump 
on trends as 
a company?



Little time,  
little resources 

Jump on evergreen trends.

A bit more time 
and resources 

Evergreen trends/close look on 
for you page + 

use user generated content.

A lot of time  
and resources 

Have someone from target 
audience own your TikTok 
channel + user generated 

content.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3



Important (legal) note! 
Make sure you have consent to use other peoples sounds and are able 

to use copyright claimed music in both organic and paid TikToks.



SEO.



… add search keywords on 
video and in caption. 

… use 3-6 hashtags. 

… use trends and think LoFi.

SEO.



How to do 

performance 

marketing  
on TikTok



WTF IS

PERFORMANCE  
MARKETING???



…refers to a form of digital marketing in which 
brands only pay marketing service providers after 

their business objectives have been met or 
when specific actions have been taken, such as a 

click, sale, or lead. 
In other words, it is performance-based marketing. 

Performance 
marketing



Intent of performance 
marketing is to reach 
consumer at the point of 
need, when they actively 
declare interest in 
something.



43% of the users feel that the 
advertising on TikTok blends 
in w/ content. 

61% 
of the users feel that the 
advertising on TikTok is 
unique compared to other 
social platforms.

Source: TikTok Marketing Science US Authenticity Study 2020 conducted by Nielsen



91% of the users take an action 
after watching content on the 
platform. 

6x higher than other platforms.

Source: TikTok Marketing Science US Authenticity Study 2020 conducted by Nielsen



19bn  
views on #TikTokMadeMeBuyit

84%  
have been inspired to buy by 
watching a branded video.



TikTok 
Challenges … formats. 

… target audiences (location). 

… attention span.



TikTok 
Creative 101



Stay within the red safe zones 
(paid & organic).1

Ads format

Reinforce the message with a 
punchy caption. 2
The CTA button must be tapped 
to click-through.3



lift in conversions vs videos w/ no 
clear CTA. Add a clear CTA text. 

152%

CTA

lift in conversions with videos 
shorter than 21s vs longer videos.

280%

Short

lift in conversions vs videos not 
formatted for screen. 

91%

Full screen



Organic videos from any TikTok 
account.1

Spark Ads

Account tagging, emoji, and 
hashtags are allowed in Spark Ads.2
Spark Ads support Auction and 
Reach & Frequency Buying Types. 3

Organic Spark ads



Success story: 

BlendJet



Interest & behaviour 
based targeting

Recipe ideas & 
satisfying videos

Partnered w/ 
creators

#ThingsTikTokMadeMeBuy

Spark Ads



The results 407k  
clicks 

12k  
conversions 

28m  
impressions 



TikTok 
Secrets



Save yourself months & 
thousands of $$$ by 
experimenting with:



Check out what’s hot on TikTok.

Trending in News & Entertainment



Top performing ads.



Top performing ads: conversions



Getting Your 

money’s worth



Testing w/ minimum possible 
budget. 

Scaling the winning ad sets  
w/ maximum possible budget. 



100:- 100:- 100:-

100:- 100:- 100:-

100:- 100:- 100:-1000:-

10000:-

Instead of scaling up with one, 
we scale across with many.

1000:- 1000:- 1000:-

1000:- 1000:- 1000:-

1000:- 1000:- 1000:- 1000:-



Paid
1. What have you learned from 

you organic content? 

2. How can you develop 
partnerships with creators to 
be your brand advocates? 

3. What are your objectives and 
how can you leverage paid 
solutions? 
  

4. What are your KPIs? 



Remember this:

1. Create lo-fi content. 
2. Use evergreen trends. 
3. Work with user generated content, if possible. 
4. Stay consistent & test.  
5. Scale w/ paid marketing.



Thanks & stay 
in touch!

Sofia Sandelin  
sofia@trickle.se 
+46 735 082 476

José Hestner 
jose@trickle.se 
+46 704 192 683

Laura Myllykoski 
laura@trickle.fi 
+35 840 168 0259



Questions & 
answers


